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Company: JML 

The scan and remediations were compliant against PCI Data Security Standards

To ensure the live site was not affected, whilst the scan took place.  

To present the findings of the report in a comprehensive and digestible format. 

JML had a requirement to undertake a comprehensive web application scan. 

The main challenges were:

Founded in 1986 by John Mills, JML is now a world leader in retail

screen promotions and TV home shopping. The company develops

products in the categories of homewares, health & beauty, DIY and

gifts, selling these products through their website, TV channels and

retail. They have a large online e-commerce presence, with

products available in more than 70 countries, generating annual

revenues of +£100 million.

Service Provided

Due to their reliance for a stable and secure web platform and as part of their on-going security
posture, ensuring the security of their customers, JML required an Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV)
to perform a Web Application Scan against their online e-commerce platform.

Web applications vulnerability scan
Identify sensitive or secret data
Support of common authentication schemes
Detection of OWASP Top 10 risks
Reports with recommended security coding
practice and configuration

Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV) includes :

Why the Need?

Aim of Service
To provide a fully managed Web Application Scanning (WAS) service, Zuri partnered
with Qualys to identify and remediate against any system or configuration
vulnerabilities within their e-commerce platform.      

Main Challenges

Post scan follow up call with customer

Free post remediation re-scan

Direct access to certified security professionals

On-demand or scheduled WAS

Customised report templates tailored to suit

different audiences
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"Working with Zuri  has been a pleasure.  They were
proactive in their approach, clear upon the schedule of
works and swift to provide the remedial
recommendations.  Their expertise and agile approach
fitted with our business perfectly. For good measure, they
even included a free post remediation scan.”

Due to the nature of how we sell our products to our
customers, we required a credible firm to assist us with an
ASV scan.  Zuri were recommended to us by a trusted
partner and proceeded to exceed service expectations! They
fully understood our requirement and helped us to identify 
 vulnerabilities within our e-commerce site. They also worked
around our business to deliver the service.

1.   Open and direct communication
2.   Personal approach
3.   Cost effective  
4.   Great customer service
5.   Bespoke solutions not found off the shelf

 Five advantages of working with us?

What were your main reasons for choosing Zuri?

Why Work with Zuri?
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